The Devils Views…
Agriculture and the Economy
Agriculture and housing is a planetary issue,
as we can’t afford to let anyone starve, and
we all need a roof over our head, and space
to call our own.
Transporting food over long distances is
wasteful, and where possible should be done
locally. As if there is a planetary emergency
(i.e. an outbreak of disease) then everything is
going to get quarantined, meaning all
transport links will be cut, and your not going
to get any coming in.
This means the world is probably going to
have to be broken up into zones (I think we
call it nations, currently) as we decide how to
grow it.
Obviously the first model is to trust the
capitalist idea, of market forces, under the
notion that if people don’t want it, they
won’t pay for it, and well the farmers will
grow something else instead, unfortunately
the people are stupid, don’t think ahead, and
are unlikely to consider the big picture. (this
perhaps is an overly harsh picture) as stock
can be wiped out, without warning, and that’s
not good either. so I think we need to do
better here. as no one on this planet should
be going hungry in this day and age. and we
need to plan accordingly, as this is a military
issue.
obviously the people should be able to choose
what they buy, what they eat with as much
variety as possible, however there is liable to
be a short fall, and some incentive is liable to
be needed, as well as perhaps taxation to
discourage transport across certain links, if it
is creating a military risk, i.e. an area
dependent on another area, as they need to
be able to safeguard their own, so I am going
to be an arse here.

there needs to be minimum safeguards in
place for regions, i.e. whats the bare
minimum of x, they can take, and everything
above that is traded freely inter alia as variety
is the spice of life, but safety comes first
and yes the idea of the people electing me
ruler of the world, with their own freewill,
appeals!
as god tried to do it by force, and I think I’m
better then that.
as for the economy
This is screwed, and I can’t see what needs to
be cut, without access to the accounts, and
the database… this needs to be online, as
everyone has to see where our money is going,
and how to cut costs (radical concept I know,
trusting the public with data!!!) but it has to
be done.
I specialise in databases, this information is
easy to make public! as government is
essentially a company, of incomings and
outgoings. i.e. we bring money in, and we
spend money, and it should be run on that
basis. i.e. we should be looking to cut our
reliance on third parties, and sell out skills
overseas to bring money in, if we have
nothing to offer, then we can’t do this and we
fail.
Simple Equation: money going out = none
coming in, means less to tax, go around
internally, and more haemorrhaging . Which
is why it’s a bad idea to start outsourcing to
india in i.t. as it puts more people out of work,
(who then need benefit) and makes our own
infrastructure fall further behind , as. we
need to compete in the international world!
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as its simply a case of incoming, and outgoings,
its not rocket science, if you start a company
up, and spend it on third parties, you have
nothing coming in, and go bust, and it’s the
same with Britain, you have to make yourself
self sufficient, and bring money in!!! which
means cutting costs, and well being self
sufficient, which these governments seem to
fail to understand, as there is no loyalty to the
country anymore.

who do more will be rewarded, and it ceases
to be a war against us and them.

however that been said, we need to cooperate more in getting the basics set up, so
we can all enjoy the pleasures of this world,
by raising the standards throughout. This
should be done at a local level, and we can
trade the skills we have, in order to make this
work, but not at the expense of our own
falling behind.

i.e. its simple, clean and you tax the rest! no
confusion and people know where they stand,
working together as a team, as Britain will
then raise and fall as a nation, rather then as a
pack of wolves at each others throats.

However not to be a party pooper, as I
introduce my communist/socialist ideas on
top of my capitalist reform. i.e. I would rather
we paid everyone the same in benefit, and
taxed the rest (i.e. all surplus income/profit
instead) as this would make it easier to invest
in business, as currently your either in a
position where you get no support, or lots.
i.e. people with lots of support aren’t allowed
to do anything, as they loose the support, and
there is no reason to do anything, while the
rest are punished for making the choice to
invest in their lives, and their business, and its
just not fair. which is why I would rather cut
the crap, give everyone the same, so we have
a safety net, so no one is left behind, ignored.
as this burocratic system, of council tax, and
who can and can’t pay is a waste of money.
you spend more money trying to argue who
gets what, which results in people being left
behind, missed and persecuted, by morons,
who abuse the system.
make the pledge to work as a team, share our
profit equally between one and all, and those

Ideally I’d love for this to work on the
international level, but until people start
working together locally, its hard to see how
this would work, as people need to learn to
share, and the only way your going to do this,
is if you pay people benefit even if they are
working, and not!

I can’t pay council tax, and I have no intention
to know, even if I could. I would rather
renounce Britain, and form my own
independent state, and or die. as these
morons keep trying to screw you over, and its
wrong, as it would seem my nation of birth
would rather persecute me, and burn me as a
witch because I was honest, because I spoke
my mind, and declared me outcast for trying
to bring money in.
so screw the lot, if they don’t want to share, I
won’t with them, and any money I make
(assuming I do in future) will go elsewhere,
which is why you have to learn to share early,
before those who do make money take it
elsewhere… as we [the people]have long
memories, and you’ve turned it into a war of
rewarding those who do nothing, and
persecuting those who do, as you have to
embrace all cultures, all beliefs and all ideas.
Instead your killing them at birth! must be all
that Christian teaching going to your heads
“though shalt not suffer a witch to live..” and
I’d laugh - but its not funny, as your killing us
in the field, while funding people abroad
instead! Free is an illusion, and everything has
its price! I’m a witch, deal with it please.
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